compacer expands to France
Demand for integration solutions prompts compacer to found a French subsidiary
Gärtringen / Paris, December 4, 2020 - The great interest shown by French companies in the
integration solutions of the IT service provider compacer has now led to the company expanding
together with Franck Pourchasse and establishing compacer France. The subsidiary is based in Paris
and is run by Lumir Boureanu and Franck Pourchasse.

The compacer offer is now fully available to French companies. The combination of many years of
expertise in the classic integration and system migration of compacer and the market knowledge of
Franck Pourchasse, the founder and CEO of the French EDI company CASedi, give compacer France a
solid foundation.
„I am delighted to be taking over the management of compacer France alongside Lumir Boureanu,”
says Franck Pourchasse. “With compacer there is a real alternative offer for the French market and
France offers good economic prospects. I am proud to face this demanding task and to contribute to
compacer's international expansion."
Lumir Boureanu, CEO of compacer GmbH, also sees enormous potential in the French compacer
branch: “France is not only a direct neighbour, but also a very important market for us. The great
interest shown by the French shows us that digitalisation has picked up and is making progress there
too. The integration of data and systems plays a central role and we are pleased to be able to
support the French companies in their digitisation efforts. "

More information about compacer and compacer France at: www.compacer.com
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compacer GmbH
compacer GmbH is among Germany's most important IT service providers and software providers for reliable and formatindependent data interchange between IT systems, machines and devices. compacer supports businesses in the automation
and digitalisation of their business-critical processes, and ensures that their IT structure continues to develop in an
innovative and futuristic way. Smart services solutions 'made in Germany' are used in the areas of EDI, e-invoicing,
retrofitting, predictive maintenance and Blockchain. compacer is appreciated as a trustworthy, independent technology
partner and innovator, which optimises the value chain of its customers via the establishment and expansion of secure
ecosystems. compacer thus helps them to become more interconnected, more agile and more efficient. Innovation and the
trend toward new topics have high priority at compacer. The company is part of the eurodata group and has many years of
sustainable national and international expertise in the areas of data integration and process optimisation.
www.compacer.com

